
ZJ1900DSS

HIGH-SPEED COMPUTERIZED DIRECT DRIVE BARTACKING MACHINE

Achieve the max. speed 3200rpm and improve the efficiency. Completely sealed
connecting rod, lubrication for the gear improve the life time and effect to reduce the noise.
Newly electronic clamp design easy to adjust the tension and makes the stitch beautiful.
Newly clamp the upper thread design, make the performance more stable. The bottoms
thread clamp design, can solve the thread off problem when sewing the light material,
and improve the efficiency.

Thanks for the needle thread grasping mechanism, machine can prevents thread from
slipping off from the needle eyelet at the beginning of sewing, from tangling on the
wrong side of the material and also being stained during sewing. The thread trimming
mechanism has been further improved to shorten the length of thread remaining on the
wrong side of the material after thread trimming, about 2~2.5mm.

Thanks to our advanced dry-head technology, the frame (needle bar and thread take-up)
no longer requires lubrication.

High-speed feed mechanism of the pulse motor used, improved use of clamp device, the best
synchronization and stroke the needle bar thread take-up assembly, mechanical accessories
to further enhance rigidity, low-tension sewing, the end surface line take-up consistency is
greatly improved, so that the sewing machine further expand the scope.

Newly trimmer design, make the
trimming more stable. Trimmer, foot
lifter, and torsion thread continue and
quick, improve the efficiency.

Pressure balance hole



Completely sealed connectrod ,
lubrication for the gear design, improve
the use life well, and effect to reduce the
noise.
Bottom thread clamp design

The bottom thread clamp design,
can solve the thread off problem
when sewing the light material,
improve the efficiency.

Dry head design, ensure the fabric
cleaning.
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